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Miles from the laid-back lifestyle of No Name Key, and just shy of the raucous nightlife of Miami and

South Beach, lies Coconut Grove, a tropical oasis with a distinct Bohemian flair. Lately, a seedy

underside has emerged along the GroveÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s waterfront, preying on adventurous young

women.Somewhere amid all the glitz and glamour, hides a thief who stole a fortune in Aztec

emeralds. Or did he? Jesse McDermitt must first determine if the victim herself is a thief. The trail of

clues leads him to evidence that the thief may be involved in a string of more heinous crimes.Jesse

and Chyrel enlist the help of the recently returned Charity, and the trio go

Ã¢â‚¬Å“undercoverÃ¢â‚¬Â• at a floating swingerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s party headed for the Bahamas, which

may well be a front for torture and murder.When a sudden violent storm strikes Stiltsville, Jesse

finds himself alone on the ocean, trying to recover the treasure and put a murderer behind

barsÃ¢â‚¬â€•but first he must win the battle with Mother Nature.
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After reading all of the earlier Jesse McDermitt stories, I felt like I'd arrived home as soon as this

book mentioned the Content Keys -- Jesse's island home in the Florida Keys. Then, the storyline

unfolded and in came Charity Styles (herself the heroine in another must-read series by Wayne

Stinnett), Deuce, Julie, Cheryl and the team ... not to forget Rusty (of Rusty Anchor fame). The

nasty buggers in this story are some of the worst I've read about, and it takes quite some planning

and action to deal with them. Oh, and there is Aztec Treasure to retrieve ... all the makings of a first

class mystery, and idyllically set in the clear, and sometimes stormy, waters of the Keys.I just

couldn't put Rising Storm down and read well into the night whenever I picked up my tablet to read

this book.

You would think after eleven books just in the Jesse McDermitt series, that things would be getting a

bit stale. Not at all, Rising Storm picks up from Reckless Charity and drives the story forward.

Really, another great book. Well done, solid characters, a lot of Charity Styles, and plenty of

adventure with the old crew. What's not to like. Wayne Stinnett does very real characters, people

you can care about and look forward to reading about. So a well-earned five-stars, and high

expectations for the next book.

This latest episode shows the transition of most of Jesse's team from Homeland Security to private

security agency. This book is an homage to a favorite author of Wayne's (and lots of other current

authors), John D MacDonald. By coincidence, I had recently read the book by MacDonald. Wayne

did a great job of recalling MacDonald's hero Travis McGee and his exploits. It helps if you have

read the previous books for context, but is not completely necessary.

As a HUGE fan of Wayne Stinnett's work of course I think that "RISING STORM" is another great

story. The characters Wayne created are loveable hero's and despicable villans acting out the story

in a beautiful part of the world full of interesting places and people. The storyline takes just enough

twists and turns to keep you turning pages longer than you should! And I must say that I especially

enjoyed the ending. Thank you once again Mr. Stinnett!

Jesse falls into another adventure by a distant lady in need. The family of characters help in his

mission to right a wrong. Another book that you can't put down and keeps you up late into the night.

Great story telling with t he twist and turns, Stinnett creates so well. Addictive reading even bringing



in characters from other well read authors that write about the Florida keys.. Can't wait for his next

book

Once again Wayne Stinnett delivers an action packed adventure with a plot line full of twists, turns

and a few surprises.Wayne's ability to keep the interaction between his characters true to the real

world enhances the ability of the reader to immerse themselves into the story.This makes for an

extremely enjoyable reading experience.I highly recommend this book to anyone looking for a great

adventure.

Love reading about Jesse and Charity. Seems like a long time between books, Wayne Stinnett.

Wish you could churn them out a little faster. Guess I'll just have to wait like all the other Jesse

groupies out there. I thought Jesse and Devon would have had a serious talk about her possible bi

activity. He seemed a little upset about what Charity mentioned in this book. Thanks, Amarillo Turtle

A nice recovery from the last book that ended the first series ... and to provide another reason to

follow the story of Jesse and the crew. An enjoyable read, but a little draggy with Jesse's

introspective look at his aging and the modern swinger culture. Definitely a recommend although it

was not so compelling as to make me ignore everything else to finish the book in a single night.
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